INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Subtext—the first community in the pages of your books.
Subtext allows you to engage in conversations with friends and like-minded
readers and access all types of author and expert commentary, multimedia
and Web content right in the margins of your books. This guide outlines
how Subtext works and should answer most of your questions.
Finally, when you’re using Subtext, help is always a tap away under the ?
icon in the bottom right corner of Explore.

Two notes on using this document:

1) You can certainly read it from beginning to end—and you’ll likely be an
expert user if you do. However, you can also use the Table of Contents to
jump to sections of particular interest. To access it, just tap the list icon in
the top left corner of your screen as you read.

2) We’re always working to improve Subtext, from refining little things to
adding whole new features. If you see a margin note with our Subtext
“S,” open it for updated info on that section of the app and how it works.

PART 1: START USING SUBTEXT
If you’ve made it here, you know how to open and flip through a book, but
there’s so much more to Subtext. In Part 1, we cover the essentials—from
adding books to your shelf and inviting friends to leaving and responding to
notes. Once you’ve read it, you’ll be well on your way to “reading with
Subtext.”

Connecting to Facebook & Google
Before we get started, we recommend you take a moment to make sure
you’re connected to Facebook AND Google/Gmail. You signed in with one
of them when you joined Subtext, but there are real advantages to
connecting to both: Facebook makes it easy to find and invite your friends
in Subtext, and Google makes it easy to get free previews and buy books to
read in Subtext. Go to your Account Settings by tapping the gear icon in
the top left-hand corner of your Subtext shelf and tap Connect if you’re
“not connected” to Facebook or Google. Then sign in quickly and you’re all
set.

You are welcome to tour Subtext as a guest, but you will need to sign in with
your Facebook or Google/Gmail account to enjoy the full benefits of being a
member—for example, you need to connect to Google to access the free
book previews available in Subtext.
Now let’s jump into using the app…

Introducing the Blade
The “blade” is where you can find all of Subtext’s special functionality and
unique features. You can open the blade anytime by tapping the orange
Explore tab in the top right-hand corner of your screen.

You can access Subtext’s unique features through the seven speech bubble
icons in the blade: My Book, Friends’ Shelves, Featured Shelves,
Discussions, Messages, Invites and Add Book. Under these options,
you can connect with friends, find books and join community discussions.

We’ll cover each of these options in subsequent sections of this guide.

Adding Books to Your Shelf
You can find and read almost any book in Subtext by 1) searching for a
specific book by title/author or 2) browsing your friends’ shelves and our
growing collection of featured shelves for books that interest you. In either
case, you can add the free preview of the book to your Subtext shelf to
sample it before opting to purchase it. More on purchasing and importing
books in a moment.
Before we walk you through both options, it’s worth highlighting our
Extraordinary Books shelf, which you’ll see at the top of the list of
Featured Shelves on the Explore blade. Here, you’ll find 18 books
enhanced with author and expert notes. (Books enhanced with author and
expert notes are identified by a fountain pen icon throughout Subtext.)

» BROWSING FOR BOOKS
In the blade, you will see Friends’ Shelves and Featured Shelves as
options. Tap on Friends’ Shelves to see a list of all your friends in
Subtext. Tap on any friend’s listing to go to their full bookshelf, where you
can browse their favorite books.

For more information about a book and its social activity and extras, tap its
cover to open the About Book view of the blade. We’ll explore About
Book in a moment under the subhead “Using the About Book View.”
When you find a book that interests you, simply tap Get Preview and a
free preview of the book will be added to your Subtext shelf. If you already
have a particular preview or book on your shelf, you’ll see an On Shelf
button instead.

Under the Featured Shelves tab, you’ll be able to browse Subtext’s
featured bookshelves in the very same way—just tap any listing to get
started.
To move a book to your shelf, simply tap Get Preview and the free
preview will be transferred to your shelf.

» FINDING ANY BOOK BY TITLE/AUTHOR
You can search for any book in Subtext by typing the title or author’s name
into the book search field at the top of the main Explore view, the
Featured Shelves view or the Add Book view on the blade.

When you find the book you’re looking for, just tap Add Book to add the
free preview to your shelf.
Once you’ve finished browsing and adding books to your bookshelf, tap
outside the blade to close it and see all of the new previews waiting on your
shelf.

» BUYING AND IMPORTING BOOKS
If you signed in with Google, Subtext will automatically download any
Google eBooks you already own to your shelf. If you have not yet connected
to Google, tap Import Google Books at the top of your bookshelf, then
sign in with your Google account. (Note: Be sure to use the same Google/
Gmail account you use to purchase Google books.)

After connecting, your Google eBooks will automatically show up on your
Subtext shelf.
For step-by-step instructions on buying and importing books, tap the Add
Book icon in the navigation blade. This will give you three options for
adding books to your Subtext shelf: Buying Books, Importing Books
and Getting Free Books.

Using Your Subtext Shelf
Your Subtext shelf doesn’t just house all of your books, it also has shortcuts
to help you explore books as well as functions to help you manage your
books.
If you haven’t started reading a book yet, you’ll see a Tap to Add Book
graphic on top of your bookshelf. This takes you to Subtext’s Featured
Shelves, where you can browse for books curated by our team. (At the top
of Featured Shelves, you’ll also find a field to search for any book by title
or author name.)

Select any featured bookshelf to explore our recommended books—all
available as free previews. Once you’ve started reading a book, the Tap to
Add Book graphic will be replaced with the book you’re currently reading
and a Go Read button for one-click access to it.

On your Subtext shelf, you’ll find this Subtext User Guide and previews of
three “Extraordinary Books”: A Game of Thrones, Girl in Translation and
Wicked Bugs.

Spend a few moments in any of these books, all with fountain pen icons,
to understand what makes reading in Subtext so different. Just tap
Preview to get started. You’ll almost immediately see notes from authors,
experts and early members of the Subtext community—and you can always
add your own. Just tap, hold and release any text in your book, and you’ll
see the option “Add Note.” (We’ll explain this in detail under the subhead
“Adding Notes.”)
Once you own a book, the Preview button will switch to Go Read. Next to
it, you’ll see your reading status. If you’re actively in a book, Subtext
automatically lists the page number you’re on and how many notes you’ve
left. Tap your Set Reading Status (or the page info listed) to manually set
your status to Want to Read, Currently Reading or Already Read.
You can also mark your book as Private so other users won’t be able to see
it on your shelf.

In addition, if you’re no longer interested in a particular book, you can
delete it by tapping Delete.
When a book is “deleted,” it is actually archived so you can access it again in
the future. You can restore a deleted book to your shelf by tapping the
folder icon at the top of your bookshelf and tapping Unarchive next to
the books you’d like to place back on your shelf.

Above your reading status, the overall (or community) rating for the book is
displayed. You can always add your own rating and review by tapping Add
Review.

If there are new discussions related to a book, you’ll see a note below the
Go Read button that reads: # New Discussions. Tap it to see the newest
discussion threads available for the book, up to your current page.

By default, books on your shelf are listed alphabetically by title. You can
customize how your books are displayed by tapping the Sorted By button
and choosing Most Recent, Highest Rated, Most Active or Author.

Using the About Book View
Tap any book’s cover on any bookshelf to open its About Book view. In
About Book, you’ll find all the information, extra content and social
activity related to the book.

Many books in Subtext are enhanced with what we call “Extras”—or added
commentary from authors and/or experts. Under About Book, we provide
a synopsis of any Extras available in the book. You can sample these notes
while you’re reading the book’s free preview, and you’ll be prompted to
subscribe to them (for free!) if you purchase the full book.
You’ll also find a list of the book’s Top Contributors with details on how
many notes they’ve left in the book and how many votes they’ve received
from community members. (If you don’t see any Top Contributors, add a
note to be the first contributor on the list.)
Finally, under Book Discussions you can view all the discussions in a
particular book.

To change how discussions are displayed, tap Viewing and choose from
one of three options:

1) Up to Current Page: displays all of the notes in reverse page order up
to the page you are currently reading
2) Recent Book Notes: displays the most recent notes added up to the
page you are currently reading
3) All Notes in Book: displays all the notes available in the book, beyond
the page you’re on so beware of spoilers
Finally, you can tap My Book on the blade to access the same information
for the book you’re currently reading at any time.

Viewing & Replying to Notes
As you read, you’ll see profile pictures in the right-hand margin of your
books. These indicate that a member of Subtext has left a comment,
question, poll or quiz linked to highlighted text in the book. Notes from
authors and experts are called out with an orange fountain-pen, while
community and Subtext moderators are tagged with a green badge. Tap
any profile pic to start enjoying notes.

To respond to a note, tap Reply Now (or Answer Now), enter your
response and tap Submit. Your response will be added to the discussion
thread.

But how does someone know you’ve responded to their note when they’re
ahead of you in the book? We’ve built a Facebook-style reading feed into
the app for just this purpose, you’ll find it under Discussions in Explore.
Here, we display notes related to all the books you’re reading up to your
current page in each book.

When you reply to a friend’s note, your response appears at the top of their
reading feed; when they reply back, their response appears at the top of
your feed. This allows you to engage in conversation even if you’re not on
the same page at the same time, much like Facebook allows you to converse
with your friends over periods of time. More on this in a moment under
“Joining the Discussion.”

Adding Notes
Have something to say about a passage? Start by highlighting the relevant
text in the book: Simply tap and hold anywhere in the passage for a
moment, release and drag your finger right and left to make your final text
selection. Then tap Add Note.

A popover like this one will appear with a handful of easy options for
creating and publishing your note:

» NOTE OPTIONS

When you add a note, you can choose to make it a Comment, Question,
Poll or Quiz by tapping the Enter your button above the text field. You
can also add a link to anything on the Web—articles, videos, photographs—
by tapping Add Web Link and using our in-app browser. Simply navigate
to the correct page in the browser and tap Paste Link to add the URL to
your note.
Always take a moment and consider if your note is a spoiler, slang for
something that gives away what happens later in the book. If so, tap the
Spoiler Alert box. (When other members see your note, it will be covered
by a spoiler warning that can be tapped away.)

» PUBLISHING OPTIONS
Before you publish your note, you can manage who sees it by tapping the
Visible to button beneath the text field and choosing Everyone (posts to
all members), Friends (posts to friends) or Private (no one sees it but
you).

Joining the Discussion
Under Discussions on the blade, you’ll find the center of community
activity in Subtext. All the notes and discussion threads related to the books
you’re reading are displayed here, up to your current page in each book.
This is the best place to see if someone responded to one of your notes and
to make sure you’re not missing anything—there are more notes and
discussions here than in the margins of your books, where space is at a
premium.
By default, the system is sorted by Most Recent and shows you all the
most current (or recently updated) notes connected to all the books you’re
reading. You can change how notes are displayed by tapping Viewing and
selecting one of the following options: My Notes (all the notes you’ve
written or responded to in any book), Discussion Archive (the notes
you’ve marked “Already Read”), or Most Recent Book (the notes in the
book you’re actively reading, displayed up to your current page).

For more information on the options for viewing notes, read “Viewing Your
Discussions” in Part 2.
The discussion feed is really a collection of “Note Cards.” Each Note Card
starts with an initial comment, question, poll or quiz, and as replies are
added, the card expands to show the complete discussion. There’s a lot of
functionality baked into these Note Cards. Let’s start with the basics:

» VIEW TEXT IN BOOK
At the top of each Note Card, you’ll see the excerpted text the note refers to
for context. To see the text in the book, simply tap View Text in Book.

» VOTE & FLAG
If you like a note, tap the thumbs-up icon to vote for it. (You receive 2
points each time you vote for another member’s note and 10 points each
time one of your notes receives a vote. You can use these points to purchase
“Extras” to enhance your reading experience.) If you think a note is
inappropriate or a spoiler, tap the flag icon to submit it to our support
team for review. Just be careful not to abuse this function.
For more information on Points and Note Cards, read “Points & Extras”
and “Using Note Cards” in Part 2.

Sending Invitations & Messages
Subtext is all about social reading, and we think it’s more fun and
rewarding when you do it with friends. If you logged into Subtext using
your Facebook account, we will automatically make friend connections for
you. In addition, you can invite friends to join Subtext and send them
messages from the Explore blade.
Under Invites, we give you several choices as outlined below:

1) Invite your Subtext friends: We display your existing Subtext
friends, including what book they’re currently reading, so you can invite
them to read a new book with you.
2) Find friends already in Subtext: If you give us permission, we can
search your iPad contacts for friend matches. If you log in to Google (or
upgrade your current account to include “Manage my contacts”), we can
also search your Gmail contacts for possible matches. (Important note: We
don’t actually manage your contacts; we simply import them into the app to
make it easy for you to invite them. In fact, we don’t store, edit or share
your contacts at any time.)

3) Invite Facebook Friends: If you’re already logged into Facebook, we
automatically list out your Facebook friends. If not, we prompt you to log in
and display them for you.
4) Invite email contacts: We automatically pull in any contacts on your
iPad. In addition, if you log into or upgrade your Google/Gmail account, we
display your Gmail contacts to make it easy to send invitations.
In any case, the process is the same: You select the friends you want to
invite, tap View & Send Invite and tap Send Invite (or Post to Wall
for Facebook friends). It’s as easy as that. As an option, you can also
personalize any invite copy by tapping the message field and typing over it,
but it’s by no means necessary.
If you’re reading or browsing a particular book, we’ll reference it in our
default invite message—“I am reading book title by author in Subtext”—and
display its cover. To choose another book on your shelf, simply tap the
book’s cover and select from the list. If you’re not browsing or reading a
book, hit Tap to Add Book and choose any book on your shelf. You can
also choose to send a “general invite” to read in Subtext from the same list.

When you accept an invitation to read a book, a free preview of that book
will automatically be added to your Subtext shelf (unless, by a very unlikely
chance, there isn’t one available.)

» SENDING MESSAGES
To send your friends individual and group messages, start by opening the
blade and then tapping Messages.

Tap the New Message button in the upper right corner, then tap the
blue plus icon above the text field and select one friend or several to
receive your message. Finally, type your message in the text field and
tap Send. If you’re sending a group message, everyone in the group will see
your message and each others’ replies. You can see any responses to your
messages as well as new messages or unarchived messages by tapping
the Messages icon in the blade.

» SENDING MESSAGES & FRIEND REQUESTS
You can also send messages and friend requests from other member’s
bookshelves. Open any member’s shelf and you’ll see one of three options
above their profile picture: Send Message (if you’re already friends with
the member), Add as Friend (if you’re not friends with the member), or
Invite Sent (if you’ve already sent that member a friend request). Tap
Send Message to send an existing Subtext Friend a quick message or tap
Add as Friend to send a member a friend request.

If the area above a member’s profile picture is blank and you don’t see any
of these options, it’s because the member has chosen not to receive these
types of friend requests in their account settings. We explain how to
manage your account later under the subheading “Your Account Settings.”

PART 2: GET MORE OUT OF SUBTEXT
After reading Part 1, you should be a fairly proficient Subtext user. In Part
2, you’ll learn how to get even more out of Subtext, from managing your
reading feed and personalizing your bookshelf to diving into all the
functionality and controls in the blade. When you’ve finished, you’ll be able
to, well, write the book on Subtext.

Personalizing Your Subtext Shelf
Your Subtext shelf serves as your profile and, of course, bookshelf. Your
friends and other Subtext members get a snapshot of you here: the number
of votes you’ve received, notes you’ve left, and friends you have in Subtext;
your personal statement; and your books and reading status.
It’s important to take a moment to personalize your shelf. If you signed in
with Facebook, your profile picture was automatically pulled into Subtext.
If you want to add (or change) your profile picture, simply tap the existing
image and choose a photo from your iPad’s Photo Album. (If you’re on an
iPad 2, you also have the option to take a picture of yourself with your builtin camera.)

To add a personal statement, tap the pencil icon in the corner of the text
field and enter what’s on your mind or add a link to your personal website.
You can change this as often as you’d like to stay up to date.

In-Book Features
Let’s quickly run through the basics for navigating books. You’ve already
discovered page turning (tap in the right margin to go forward and the left
margin to go back), but there are other ways to move through your books:
1) Tap the list icon in the upper left corner, next to My Shelf, to access
your book’s table of contents. From here, you can jump directly to a
particular section of a book. (In fact, it’s the best way to jump around this
User Guide.)

2) Use the slider at the bottom of the page to scroll through pages quickly.

You can access the dictionary, Wikipedia and Google Search as you read.
Simply tap on a word, release your finger and you’ll see the definition of the
word along the bottom of your screen, as well as links for Search Google,
Wikipedia, and Wordnik. Tapping any of these options opens a Web
browser with search results displayed.

Tap the gear icon along the top of the page to adjust your font settings,
screen brightness and note settings. Under Note Settings, you can
manage whose notes you see and where they appear in the book. You can

use the magnifying glass icon to search for a particular word or phrase in
the book. Finally, you can tap the Explore tab to open the About Book
view at any time while in a book.

To close your book and go back to your bookshelf, simply tap the Shelf
button in the top left corner of the page.

Points & Extras
You earn points—our way of saying thank you for participating in Subtext—
for all types of in-app activities: adding and replying to notes, inviting
friends, voting and receiving votes, answering polls and quizzes. You can
see your Points displayed beneath your name on your bookshelf.

Use your points to subscribe to what we call “Extras”—or additive content
and events designed to enhance your reading experience. Extras include
author notes, expert notes, author readalongs and virtual book signings.
You can see all of the Extras available for a particular book in the About
Book blade view. In addition, Extras are automatically loaded into free
book previews, so you can sample them while sampling a new book. If you
want an Extra to appear in a full book, simply subscribe to it using your
points. We’ll prompt you, and it only takes a moment.

Using Note Cards
In this section, we dig deeper into Note Card functionality. Although we
covered the basics earlier in the User Guide, we’ll quickly touch on them
again before moving to more advanced options:

» VIEW TEXT IN BOOK
At the top of each Note Card, you’ll see the excerpted text that the note
refers to for context. To see the text in the book, simply tap View Text in
Book.

» VOTE, FLAG & MODIFY

If you like a note, tap the thumbs-up icon to vote for it. If you think a note
is inappropriate or a spoiler, tap the flag icon to submit it to our support
team for review. If it is a note that you posted, you can also tap the pencil
icon to make adjustments to it and repost it.

» IGNORE & MARK AS READ
On the top right-hand corner of each card, you’ll find options for managing
what you see in your feed: Ignore and Mark as Read.

Tap Ignore and you’ll be prompted to Ignore Discussion or Ignore
Author. If you ignore the discussion, the note and discussion thread will
not appear in your reading feed again. If you ignore an author (to be clear,
the author of the original note, not the member(s) who have replied to it),
you won’t see any notes from him in your book margins or feed again. You’ll
have effectively turned him off.
Tap Mark as Read to move a note into your Archive folder (more on this
in a moment). If you mark a note as read and a new reply is added to the
thread, the note will reappear in your feed so you don’t miss any new
content. Marking a note as read helps manage your feed so it doesn’t
become cluttered with previously read notes; it doesn’t impact the notes
that appear in your feed moving forward.

» SEND MESSAGE & ADDING AS FRIEND
On the upper left-hand corner of each card, you’ll see Send Message or
Add as Friend. Tap Send Message to send an existing Subtext Friend a
quick message or tap Add as Friend to send a member a friend request.

A few notes on this: 1) Send Message and Add as Friend are linked to
the member who left the original note, not to those who’ve responded to the
note. 2) If you don’t see Add as Friend as an option for a member outside
your social graph, the member has chosen not to receive these types of
friend requests.
Finally, on various types of “Expert” notes, you’ll see a credentials/credits
line underneath the note. In many cases, it will be followed by a More Info
link to the expert or content provider’s website.

Viewing Your Discussions
At the top of Discussions, also known as the reading feed, you’ll see a
button with a number of options for viewing notes: Most Recent, My
Notes, Discussion Archive, Most Recent Book.

» MOST RECENT
By default, the feed is set to Most Recent, which displays notes in reverse
chronological order based on when they were added or replied to—put
more simply, new stuff appears at the top.
You can change what’s displayed by selecting one of the other options:

» MY NOTES
Under My Notes, you’ll see all the notes you’ve added or replied to in
Subtext. This is the best place to survey the notes and replies you’ve added
and see who’s responded to them and the number of endorsements they’ve
received. Your notes are shown in reverse chronological order so notes
recently added, replied to or endorsed are displayed at the top.

» DISCUSSION ARCHIVE
Tap Discussion Archive to view notes you’ve ignored or marked as read.
(Like all of our default sort orders, the newest messages will be at the top.)

» MOST RECENT BOOK
If you tap Most Recent Book, we show you the notes for the book you’re
currently reading, displayed in reverse page order—so notes on page 1 are
at the bottom of the feed and notes from your current page, say page 100,
are at the top. As always, we don’t show you anything beyond the page
you’re on in the book.

Your Account Settings
You can always manage your member account from your Subtext shelf—
simply tap the gear icon at the top left of your bookshelf to get started.
From here, you can make a number of adjustments to tailor your
experience:

1) Connect to or disconnect from Facebook or Google. (We recommend
connecting to both so it’s easy to find and invite friends and purchase
books.)
2) Deactivate your Subtext account. (Think twice before doing this; all your
account info will be removed from the system.)
3) Add an Adobe ID. (You can update or add an Adobe ID.)
4) Turn friend requests on and off. (As a default, Subtext allows members
to send you friend requests. You can choose to turn this functionality off.)
5) Manage your email settings. (By default, Subtext sends three types of
emails: updates on in-app social activity, fast links to the Google
eBookstore or Kobo store and product updates. If you turn off fast link
emails, you’ll need to go directly to the Google eBookstore or Kobo store to
purchase books.)

Occasionally, you may also receive vital messages related to your account.
These emails are not optional given they’re integral to maintaining
Subtext’s service.

Setting Up Multiple Accounts
If you share an iPad with someone, you can both set up individual Subtext
accounts and switch easily between them.
Tap the gear icon at the top of your bookshelf and then tap Log out. You’ll
be taken back to the sign-in screen, where you will be prompted to do one
of two things:

1) Select another user account. (If you’re signed into Subtext with a
different user account, you can tap your username to switch back to your
account.)
2) Create a new account by tapping Add or create an account at the
bottom of the popover. If you’re a first-time user, simply follow the steps to
sign in with Facebook or Google. Afterward, your username will always be
listed as an active account.

Finally, if you want to remove your account from a device, swipe left-toright across your name and tap the Delete button that appears.

Getting Help
We want you to have a great experience reading in Subtext, so please don’t
hesitate to reach out to us. There are two easy ways to ask for help:
1) Tap the ? icon in the bottom right corner of Subtext’s Explore blade.
2) Visit www.subtext.com/support.
In both places, you’ll find answers to frequently asked questions and
instructions for submitting a request to our support team.

